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We’re pleased to offer you a carefully edited, new line of paper goods, 
textiles, and ceramics. This year our team focused on the items we 

personally want to use: what we most want to write on, carry our stuff
in, or drink from, in our daily lives.

Style-wise, you will find a fresh mix of antique and modern art.
Our newest collection, titled Memento, is inspired by flea-market finds.
It is a thoughtful, eclectic group with a distinctly classic point of view.

The Esprit Collection has been expanded and elevated with bold, artful, 
modern shapes in unexpected color combinations. 

On a practical level, we want you to know that we’re considering our 
impact on this planet. We’re striving to create products that support 

rather than deplete the earth’s available resources. In this pursuit, we have 
improved the paper materials we’re using. You’ll find additional notes 
about this on the back cover. We hope you’ll join us in eliminating the 

unnecessary while still celebrating the joyful experience of being human.

Here’s to 2023 and all the hope a new year brings!

Welcome to the 2023 world of FRINGE—
an ever-evolving, exploratory design studio.



2023 MEMENTO LOOKBOOK

European flea market finds set the tone for this new and eclectic collection. Vintage French 
textile art and mid-century style drawings hearken back to Fringe’s classic design roots; however, this

year’s collection is more modern and fun. Each piece of art has a story to tell, so we have featured it on
the stationery endpapers. Black provides an anchor to a varied palette and gives off edgy Victorian vibes. 

The muted palette is accented with occasional pops of lemon, lavender, and apricot. 
The only trend we’re chasing here is authenticity.





2023 ESPRIT  LOOKBOOK

Part seventies-cool, part mid-century simple. Esprit is whatever you want it to be.
Modern graphics are always fashionable and provide a welcome relief from visual noise.

This bold and confident collection is youthful but has sophistication that appeals to all ages.
Unexpected color combinations elevate. Brought to you by Fringe artists

who made the art they wanted to make. 





2023 PRAIR IE  LOOKBOOK

Moths, mushrooms, beetles, and snakes mingle among wandering vines
and flowers. Inspired by William Morris and the decorative Arts & Crafts movement,

PRAIRIE evokes a simple life lived at the edge of the woods or out on the prairie.
These warm and detailed illustrations appeal to our sentimental side.

Created for those who love the quiet world of nature.



2023 CANVAS LOOKBOOK

This eclectic art collection juxtaposes delicate, painted florals
with modern graphics and patterns. Created in the studios of both Fringe

and collaboration artists, with real paintings and drawings. Authenticity in the art
and pottery is essential in this group– conveying a hand-made look

and feel which remains popular year after year.



MEGAN GALANTE is an artist based in the Hudson Valley, New York.
After studying painting and sculpture in NYC, she began a career in textile 
design. Over recent years she has settled in her studio upstate, working 
independently on small gouache pieces that narrate her affinity for 
minimalism, fauna, and flora.



JULIANA TIPTON is a surface and graphic designer living in sunny
San Diego, CA. Her background in printmaking often influences the
graphic nature of her work, while her interest in classic design is
evident in the unusual level of detail throughout.



1131 SPIRAL 17 MONTH DATED PLANNERS
Flexible paper cover with exposed twin-ring spiral binding. 17 Month dated planner with foil stamping or embossed design.
Cover is 5.75” x 8.25” interior includes 17 month tab dividers (Aug 2023- Dec. 2024,) monthly grid spreads, weekly planning 
pages, interior pocket and 2 sticker sheets with foil.  Planners are not boxed. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$13.00 each

metall ic gold

embossed design / artist collab - jul iana tipton

113110 ESP BOLD STRIPE

113109 JT BUMBLEBEE
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5952 FLEX COVER 17 MONTH PLANNERS
Bookcloth wrapped cover with foil stamping, lay flat binding and dual ribbon bookmarkers. 17 month date range: August 2023 
through December 2024, includes monthly grids followed by weekly planning pages with do-to list and notes section.
7.5” x 9.5”, planners are not boxed. Featuring artist collaborations where noted. Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$12.00 each

metall ic black
595202 MEM FRENCH MARKET

metall ic gold
595201 MEM SHOOTING STAR

metall ic gold / artist collab - jul iana tipton
595203 JT MEADOW FLOWER



C

B

NEW

NEW

NON-DATED PLANNERS
Vegan leather or paper cover with foil stamping.
Exposed twin-ring spiral binding. Perpetual
planners with prompted interior pages.
Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
879 MONTHLY: 8” x 9.5”, 152 pages, 12 tab dividers,
storage pocket. - $11.50 each

878 WEEKLY: 7” X 8.375”, 160 Pages. - $9.00 each

877 DAILY: 6” x 7.25”, 160 pages. - $8.00 each
Planners are not boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.

vegan leather / metall ic gold
deep emboss

877007 NOUVEAU BLOSSOM APRICOT

vegan leather / metall ic gold
deep emboss

878006 NOUVEAU BLOSSOM

A

B

C

vegan leather / metall ic gold
deep emboss

879004 NOUVEAU BLOSSOM LAVENDERA



878109 MG WHITE SWEATERE
paper / metall ic gold
artist collab - megan galante

F 877103 MG CAPRI
paper / metall ic gold
artist collab - megan galante

D
paper / metall ic gold
artist collab - megan galante

879110 MG LOVE LETTERS

D

E

F
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NON-DATED PLANNERS
continued



NON-DATED PLANNERS
continued

G
vegan leather / metall ic rose gold
879003 MOON PHASE RAYS

I
vegan leather / metall ic rose gold
877006 MOON PHASE DUST

H
vegan leather / metall ic rose gold
878005 MOON RISE

H

G

I



See item description on page 36 .
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each

877003 SE STANDARD BLACKK

L

L
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J
vegan leather / metall ic gold vegan leather / metall ic gold
878003 SE STANDARD COGNAC

J

K

NON-DATED PLANNERS
continued

887708 SIGNATURE
bookcloth / metallic gold



199 WORKBOOKS
962 PROJECT BOOKS
876 TRAVEL BOOKS
Vegan leather cover with semi-concealed twin-ring spiral binding, elastic closure, foil stamping.
199: 7.375” x 9.75”, 192 pages, 4 tab dividers separate printed interior pages: dots, grid, lined and blank. - $10.00 each
962: 6.25” x 8.125”, 192 pages, prompted interior pages and gilded edges. - $9.00 each
876: 5” x 6.875”, 160 pages, prompted interior pages and gilded edges. - $7.00 each
Notebooks are not boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.

metall ic rose gold
876002 CLASSIC TYPE IVORY

metall ic rose gold
962059 CLASSIC TYPE CLAYB C

metall ic rose gold
199007 CLASSIC TYPE MAUVEA

B

A

C



metall ic gold
962070 SE STANDARD SAGE

metall ic gold
199009 SE STANDARD BLACK

metall ic gold
876003 SE STANDARD TAUPE199 WORKBOOKS

962 PROJECT BOOKS
876 TRAVEL BOOKS
continued
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D E F

E

D

F



911 PERPETUAL BIRTHDAY WALL CALENDAR
Undated; January through December with spiral binding and hanging loop.
7” x 16”, 12 sheets. Calendars come individually shrink wrapped.
Featuring artist collaborated design.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$8.00 each

metall ic gold / artist collab - megan galante
911028 MG STILL LIFE
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metall ic gold

Agenda interior pages shown above.
See image below for the Journal interior pages .

Journal interior pages shown above.
See image above for the Agenda interior pages .

163013 MEM GINGHAM PETALS

BACK COVER

BACK COVER

FRONT COVER

FRONT COVER

metall ic gold
163012 MEM DOT BLOSSOM

163 MEMENTO DUAL FUNCTION AGENDA journal & agenda
Bookcloth wrapped hardcover with foil stamping and lay flat binding. Flip from front to back for
dual covers and split functionality with lined journal pages and non-dated weekly agenda pages.
6” x 8.5” - 200 pages. Journals are not boxed. Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$11.00 each



metall ic golden bronze / FSC paper FSC paper  / artist collab - jul iana tipton
841053 MEM PETAL NOUVEAU

841 CLASSIC LARGE PAPERBACK JOURNALS
Flexible paper cover, foil stamping and gilded edges where noted.
7.5″ x 9.5″, 208 lined pages. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Minimum order 4 per design. Produced responsibly with FSC paper where noted.
$9.00 each

NEW NEW

NEW

FSC paper FSC paper

841052 JT IRIS

841055 MEM HUMMINGBIRDS 841054 JACOB

NEW
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841051 MEM ROCOCO ROSE
metall ic copper bronze / gilded edges
artist collab - jul iana tipton

metall ic gold / FSC paper

841045 JT OLD FASHIONED

gilded edges / artist collab - megan galantegilded edges / artist collab - megan galante
841046 MG LINNY BIRD841047 MG SIMONE

NEW



metallic gold / FSC paper
969095 CARVED BIRD

metallic gold / FSC paperFSC paper / artist collab - juliana tipton FSC paper

969098 JT RIVERBANK 969097 MEM DAPHNE 969096 MEM CLOUD COURAGE

969 CLASSIC SMALL PAPERBACK JOURNALS
Flexible paper cover, foil stamping and gilded edges where noted.
6″ x 8.25″, 208 lined pages. Produced responsibly with FSC paper where noted.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each

NEW

NEW

NEW NEW

DSP96901 JOURNAL DISPLAYER

969 JOURNAL ASSORTMENT
4 each of 6 designs included in displayer.
Individual designs available for purchase separately.
$168.00 each    

metallic gold / gilded edges
artist collab - juliana tipton

metallic gold / gilded edges
artist collab - megan galante

969093 JT NIGHT MUSHROOM 969094 MG BOTANICA LIGHT
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930057 CANV MUSHROOM VIGNETTE930056 MG BOTANICA SKETCH
artist collab - megan galante

637008 CANVAS SET

637009 MEMENTO SET

930 SLIM PAPERBACK NOTEBOOKS
Flexible folded textured paper cover with front storage flap and interior back pocket. 
Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted. 5.625” x 8.75”, 120 lined pages.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$6.50 each

637 SADDLESTITCH JOURNALS set of 2
Paperback cover with contrast stitching at binding and hand tied together with twine and hang tag.
6” x 8.25” - 60 lined pages each. Journals are not boxed. Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each
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930202 MEM FRENCH MARKET
metallic gold

930206 ESP BOLD STRIPE
metallic gold

930208 ESP BALANCE
metallic gold

930203 MEM INDIENNE
metallic gold

930201 MEM PETITE DOT
metallic gold

930205  ESP MOD PAISLEY
metallic gold

930204 ESP GRAPHIC RED
metallic gold

930207 MEM LILAC
metallic gold

9302 SLIM JOURNALS with elastic cord closure
Flexible folded textured paper cover with front storage flap, interior back pocket and elastic cord closure.
5.625” x 8.75” - 120 lined pages. Journals are not boxed. Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$6.50 each



FSC paper / colored edgesFSC paper / colored edges
931042 ESP MOD PAISLEY

FSC paper / colored edges
931041 ESP BLOSSOM931043 ESP RHYTHM

NEW NEW NEW



spot UV / artist collab - juliana tipton spot UVspot UV
931036 JT KINDNESS931037 ESP BEES 931034 ESP BETTER TOGETHER DAISY
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931039 ESP CLOUD FLOWER931040 ESP COLOR WHEEL 931038 ESP FLOWER BOX
FSC paper / colored edgesFSC paper / colored edges FSC paper / colored edges

931 SLIM PAPERBACK SPIRAL JOURNALS
Flexible paper cover with twin-ring binding, colored edges or spot UV design accents.
Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Produced responsibly with FSC paper where noted.
5.625” x 8.75”, 120 lined pages.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$5.50 each

NEW NEW NEW



140018  MEM SHOOTING STAR
metallic gold

140016 JT MOTH
deep emboss / artist collab - jul iana tipton

140017 ESP GARDEN LEAF

140015 JT MEADOW FLOWER
deep emboss / artist collab - jul iana tipton

140014 MEM NEIGHBOR
metallic gold / deep emboss

140 SIGNATURE SPIRAL JOURNALS
Flexible paper cover with spiral binding. Foil stamping where noted.
6″ x 9.5″, 160 lined pages. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$8.00 each



metallic gold / artist collab - jul iana tipton
896083 JT SNAKE CHARM
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artist collab - megan galante

gilded edges / metallic gold
artist collab - dylan mierzwinski

896084 MG HYDRANGEAS

896075 DM THINGS THAT MATTER

896 SIGNATURE SPIRAL JOURNALS
Flexible cover in vegan leather with spiral binding. Gilded edges and
foil stamping where noted. 6″ x 9.5″, 160 lined pages.
Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$9.00 each



9873 PAPERBACK JOURNALS set of 3
Flexible textured paperback covers with foil accents and gilded edges.
Banded together. 6″ x 8.25″, 96 lined pages in each journal.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$12.50 each

metallic gold
987306 MAGIQUE TRIO
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594 STONEPAPER SKETCHPADS
Bookcloth wrapped flex cover with spiral binding. Stonepaper is velvety smooth,
water resistant and difficult to tear. Ideal for all media types, from pencil to water color paint. 
7.75” x 11.25” - 40 perforated blank sheets. Sketchpads are not boxed. 
Minimum order 4 per design.
$9.00 each

metallic gold / paper tip-on paper tip-on
594069 MEM SHOOTING STAR 594068 CANVAS ABSTRACT

metallic goldpaper tip-on
594067 MEM FRENCH MARKET 594066 STANDARD OLIVE



530320 DM DRAW
paper / artist collab - dylan mierzwinski

5303, 174 SPIRAL SKETCHPADS
Hard cover wrapped in textured paper or bookcloth fabric where noted.
Spiral bound with perforated blank pages. Foil stamping and featuring
artist collaborated designs where noted.
5303: 11” x 9”, 80 drawing pages. Minimum order 4 per design. $12.00 each
174: 7.25” x 9.875”, 60 drawing pages. Minimum order 4 per design. $8.50 each

paper / metallic gold / artist collab - megan galante
530319 MG BOTANICA SKETCH

174017 SEVENTIES FLORAL SLATE
bookcloth / metall ic black

174202 CANV FRIDA QUOTE
bookcloth / metallic rose gold



metallic gold
863005 CELESTIAL FRAME
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863 CREATIVE NOTEBOOKS
Paperback cover with 4 sections divided by different paper colors
and 4 different printed interior pages: dots, grid, lined and blank. 
7.5” x 9.5”, 256 pages. 
Minimum order 4 per design.
$10.50 each

863004 CANV STUDIO NOTEBOOK
metall ic gold

863001 CREATIVITY NOTEBOOK
metall ic gold

Write, doodle, draw or scribble. There are no rules. These books encourage all kinds of creativity
so dive in and indulge your creative impulses. Colored pages with grids, dots and lines make it fun.



8877 DESKTOP NOTEPADS with easel flip cover
Flexible, easel flip bookcloth wrapped hard cover with foil stamping where noted.
Produced responsibly with FSC paper and featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
4″ x 6″, 160 lined sheets.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each

887707 ESP BOLD STRIPE
FSC paper / metallic gold

887706 ESP MOD PAISLEY
FSC paper / metallic gold

887709 MEM SHOOTING STAR
FSC paper / metallic gold

887708 SIGNATURE
FSC paper / metallic gold

NEW NEW

NEW NEW
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887701 MG SUNNI INK 887702 MG EVERGREEN VASE
artist collab - megan galante

887703 JT FLORAL FRAME

artist collab - megan galante

887704 JT SNAKE CHARM
metall ic copper bronze
artist collab - jul iana tipton

metall ic copper bronze
artist collab - jul iana tipton



4 layers colored paper with varying
functional design: dot, grid, blank, lined

933027 COLOR BLOCK

colored edge
599005 ESP COLOR BLOCK

933 NOTEPAD BLOCKS
Clean tear away sheets. Unique features where noted.
Shrinkwrapped with foil accent marketing label.
3.75” x 3.75”, 460 sheets.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$8.00 each

599 SQUARE DESK PADS
Unique guided designs and clean tear away sheets. 
Colored or gilded edges as noted with marketing band.
7” x 7” - 120 sheets. Desk pads are not boxed.
Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$4.50 each

110006 ESP BEES

110 LARGE DESKTOP
WEEKLY PLANNERS
Non-dated weekly planner.
Metallic accents where noted.
Shrinkwrapped with marketing label.
12” x 9”, 60 sheets.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$12.00 each

NEW
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gilded edge

933028 CELESTIAL GOLD

gilded edge
599006 MEM SIGNATURE

metallic gold
110005 STARDUST

NEW



921 NOTECARD SETS in slide box  
Thank You cards with foil design accents and coordinating paper envelopes.
Includes slide box packaging with ribbon pull tab. 12 blank interior notecards.
Produced responsibly with FSC paper.
12 NOTECARDS AND ENVELOPES: 4.125” x 5.75”   BOX: 4.6875” x 6.375”
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each

FSC paper / metallic gold
921159 MEM BOUQUET

FSC paper / metallic gold
921160 ESP RHYTHM



532701 MAGIQUE UNIVERSE5327 WEEKLY AFFIRMATION CARDS set of 60 
Featuring 10 original artworks with foil accents on backside with non-dated weekly layout.
Plan out your week, create check lists, and schedule your meetings or appointments.
4” x 6” cards and wood block display stand come in decorative gift box.
10 unique card designs rotate for 60 cards in the set.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$12.00 each
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591 MARKET TOTE BAGS
100% Cotton tote bags featuring a combination of unique pattern design, 
silk screen and zip closure with ribbon zipper pull.
14.2” X 15.4” X 3.9”. Tote bags are not boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$10.00 each

silk screen
591037 MEM PETAL NOUVEAU

Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special . 

silk screen
591036 MEM FRENCH MARKET

Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special . 
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590 SCARF WRAPS with decorative gift box
100% light weight Cotton multi-use scarf wraps featuring unique 
pattern designs. Reusable as eco-friendly gift wrap, pet bandana or 
fashion accessory. Each scarf wrap comes packaged in a decorative 
kraft cylinder gift box. QR code included on box packaging linking 
customers to how-to video. Hand wash and line dry recommended. 
Scarf wrap: 24” x 24” Box packaging: 2.75” dia x 4.375”
Minimum order 4 per design.
$10.00 each

590102 MEM GINGHAM 590101 MEM FRENCH MARKET 590100 MEM DAPHNE

590105 MEM GARDEN BLOOMS 590103 MEM POLKA DOT LAVENDER 590104 MEM PETAL NOUVEAU



592 ROLL UP POUCH with tie closure
Cotton canvas featuring a combination of unique pattern design. Multi-functional with interior pocket 
and varying slots with tie closure. Design pattern placement is random, making each piece special.
11.5” x 8” - unrolled. Pouches are not boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.50 each

NEW

7922 FLAT BOTTOM MEDIUM POUCHES
Cotton canvas featuring a combination of unique pattern designs
where noted. Cotton lined with charm or ribbon zipper pull.
9.25” x 5” x 2.5”. Pouches are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
792202 - $10.00 each / 792201 - $8.50

792201 MEM DAPHNE792202 MEM JOLIE

3292 FLAT BOTTOM PENCIL POUCHES
Cotton canvas featuring a combination of unique pattern design. Cotton lined with ribbon zipper pull.
Design pattern placement is random, making each piece special. 9.25” x 2.5” x 2.5”. Pouches are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each

329201 MEM JACOB

NEW

FRONT VIEW

FRONT VIEW

BACK VIEW

BACK VIEW

Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special . 

592012 MEM POLKA DOT
silk screen

Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special . 

embroidered
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7993, 8063, 8083 CANVAS POUCHES with embroidery
Heavy weight 100% cotton canvas with fringed edges and embroidered design.
Fringe branded zipper pull and tassel. Pouches are not gift boxed. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.

7993 COIN  5” x 3.5” 
Minimum order 4 per design.
$6.50 each

329 9.25” x 2.5” x 2.5”
$8.50 each

8063 SMALL 8” x 5.25”
Minimum order 3 per design.
$8.50 each

792 PENCIL 9.25” x 5” x 2.5”
$10.00 each

8083 SMALL 8.75” x 3.25”
Minimum order 3 per design.
$8.00 each

329002 JT BEETLE
artist collab - jul iana tipton

792017 JT MOTH
artist collab - jul iana tipton

792016 MG HYDRANGEAS
artist collab - megan galante

799305 ESP DM MAGNOLIA
artist collab - dylan mierzwinski

808306 ESP DM SPRING FLORAL
artist collab - dylan mierzwinski

806303 ESP DM 3 DAISIES
artist collab - dylan mierzwinski

329, 792 FLAT BOTTOM POUCHES
100% cotton canvas featuring artist collaborated designs. Cotton lined with vegan leather zipper pull and 
embossed logo charm. Pouches are not gift boxed. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Minimum order 4 per design.

329001 MG ODETTE PATTERN
artist collab - megan galante



294 APRONS with patch pocket
100% Cotton apron featuring a combination of unique pattern design and patch pocket. Neck and waist ties are 
adjustable. Folded and tied with cotton ribbon and hang tag. Hand wash and line dry recommended.
One size, aprons are not boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$16.00 each

294004 MEM GINGHAM BLUE

294005 ESP COLOR BLOCK

silk screensilk screen

Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special . 

294006 MEM FRENCH MARKET

Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special . 
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silk screen
786503 MEM GINGHAM BLUE

silk screen

pictured lef t

786504 MEM PETAL NOUVEAU

pictured right

silk screen
786501 MEM JACOB LAVENDER

pictured middle

silk screen
786502 MEM FRENCH MARKET

7865 SINGLE TEA TOWEL
with whip stitched edge
100% Cotton decorative tea towels featuring
unique pattern design with silk screen.
Design pattern placement is random,
making each piece special. Folded and banded.
Hand wash and line dry recommended.
20” x 27”. Tea towels are not boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.50 each



7861 SINGLE COTTON TEA TOWELS with fringe trim
100% cotton decorative tea towel featuring artist collaborated designs where noted. Folded 
and tied with cotton twill ribbon and hang tag. Hand wash and line dry recommended.
20” x 27” tea towels are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.50 each

artist collab - megan galante
786105 MG SIMONE



artist collab - jul iana tipton
786101 JT BEETLE

786106 INDIGO ZODIAC
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artist collab - jul iana tipton
786102 JT LEAFY BIRD

786104 PRA MUSHROOMS



786 TEA TOWEL SETS with embellished trim
100% cotton decorative tea towel sets of 2 featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Tied together with cotton twill ribbon and hang tag. Hand wash and line dry recommended.
18” x 28” tea towels are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$15.00 each

(pictured lef t side)

artist collab - jul iana tipton
786008 JT FLORAL CASCADE

artist collab - jul iana tipton

(pictured right side)

786009 JT WILD PRAIRIE

Our charming, tea towels are full of good looks and personality.
Decorative, all-cotton fabric makes drying easy and colorful trim
turns kitchen chores into fun.



embroidered accents / artist collab - dylan mierzwinski
786003 DM FLORAL
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786006 CANV MESSY FLOWER

embroidered accents / artist collab - megan galante
786004 MG WILD ANIMALS

artist collab - megan galante
786005 MG SERENE VASE



Decorative cylinder gift box packaging as shown.

9162, 916 CANVAS WALL HANGINGS
Printed cotton canvas, suspended between dual wood frames 
and ready to hang. Featuring artist collaborated designs
where noted. Wall hangings come in decorative cylinder
gift box packaging.
Minimum order 4 per design.

9162: 16” x 20” - $14.00 each
916: 11” x 14” - $12.00 each

metall ic copper bronze / artist collab - jul iana tipton
916048 JT  OLD FASHIONED

artist collab - martha richartist collab - megan galante
916046 MR PEACE916049 MG LINNY BIRD
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metall ic gold
916201 CELESTIAL HAND

embroidered accents / artist collab - dylan mierzwinski
916047 CANV MESSY FLOWER916045 DM FLORAL



635005 MEM SCALLOP DISH

634001 MEM CLASSIC JUG

633001 MEM DOT MUG

634 MEMENTO JUG
Ceramic with semi-transparent glaze.
3.875” diameter x  4.875” high, jug is not gift boxed.
Minimum order 2 per design.
$12.50 each

633 MEMENTO MUG
Ceramic with raised and hand painted dots. 
3.375” diameter x  3.5” high, mug is not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$8.00 each

635 MEMENTO PEDESTAL TRAY
Ceramic with scalloped edges semi-transparent glaze. 
3.5” diameter x  1.5” high, tray is not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$8.00 each

not microwave safe microwave safenot microwave safe

770021 MEM SHOOTING STAR 483011 MEM COURAGE770022 MEM NEIGHBOR
metall ic gold wax resistmetall ic gold

NEW NEWNEW

770 JOSEPHINE MUGS
Ceramic with matte glaze and foil art. 3.25” diameter X 4.38” high
mug holds approximately 12 fl oz. Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.
$8.00 each

483 UTAH MUG
Ceramic with wax resist art. 
3.25” diameter X 4.5” high mug holds
approximately 12 fl oz.
Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$8.00 each
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A

B

C

D

579001 CANVAS RIVER

587001 CANVAS RIVER

588001 CANVAS STREAM

313, 579, 587, 588 RIBBED VESSEL, TRINKET BOX & VASES
Transparent matte color glaze over bisque.

313002 CANVAS RIVER

A

B

D

C

313 VESSEL 3.375” x 4.25” Minimum order 4 per design. $8.50 each 
579 TRINKET BOX 3.25” x 2.25” Minimum order 4 per design. $8.50 each
Faux suede loop handle on trinket box.
587 SLENDER VASE 3.25” x 8.5” Minimum order 2 per design. $15.00 each 
588 BUD VASE 3” x 5.5” Minimum order 2 per design. $14.00 each 
Vessel, trinket box and vases are not gift boxed.



336 OVAL TRINKET BOX  4.5” x 3.25 x 2”
trinket box is not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.
$9.00 each

336001 TN MARKS WHITE
color glaze / stamped design / leather loop handle

498, 333, 336 ARTISAN DESSERT PLATE, BUD VASE, TRINKET BOX
Exposed colored clay stoneware base with color glaze or semi-transparent white glaze where noted.

498002 TN MARKS WHITE
color glaze / stamped design

498 DESSERT PLATE 8” diameter
dessert plate is not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.
$8.00 each

333 BUD VASE  4.5” x 4.5”
bud vase is not gift boxed.
Minimum order 2 per design.
$9.00 each

333001 ARTISAN BUD WHITE
white glaze

335 MUGS 3.75” diameter x 3.5” high
mug holds approximately 13 fl oz.
$8.50 each

761, 335 ARTISAN MUGS
Exposed colored clay stoneware base with color glaze and stamped design
or wax resist art where noted. Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.

761 MUG 3.125” diameter x 3.75” high
mug holds approximately 13 fl oz. 
$8.00 each

wax resist
761001 CANV DESERT MOUNTAIN

microwave safe

stamped design
335002 TN MARKS WHITE

microwave safe

wax resist
335005 CANV DESERT FLOWER

microwave safe

stamped design
335001 TN MARKS CHARCOAL

microwave safe



337 PENCIL TRAY  9.125” length x 3” width
tray comes in a kraft gift box.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$10.50 each

574 ROUND TRAY 3.625” diameter
tray comes in a kraft gift box.
Minimum order 4 per design.
$7.00 each

429 NEW YORK MUGS  3.25” diameter x 4.25” high
mugs hold approximately 12 fl oz. Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimun order 4 per design. 
$8.00 each

microwave safe

microwave safe
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429065 JT MOTH
wax resist / artist collab - jul iana tipton

429066 JT BEETLE
wax resist / artist collab - jul iana tipton

NEW

575004 JT MOTH
wax resist / artist collab - jul iana tipton

575 ROUND TRAY 5” diameter
tray comes in a kraft gift box.
Minimum order 3 per design.
$8.00 each

337, 574, 575, 429 ARTISAN PENCIL TRAY, ROUND TRAYS AND MUGS
Exposed colored clay stoneware base with color glaze and wax resist or raised art. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.

raised art
574020 PRA LIVE SIMPLY

NEW

NEW

429079 PRA LIVE SIMPLY
raised art

NEW

microwave safe microwave safe

raised art / artist collab - jul iana tipton
337501 JT BUMBLE BEE

429078 JT BUMBLE BEE
raised art / artist collab - jul iana tipton



wax resist
337006 CANV MESSY FLOWER

313, 335, 337, ARTISAN VESSEL, MUG AND PENCIL TRAY
Exposed colored clay stoneware base with color glaze and wax resist art. Featuring artist collaborated designs.
Minimum order 4 each.

313 VESSEL 3.375” diameter x 4.25” high
vessel is not gift boxed.
$8.50 each

Minimum order 4 per design.
$10.50 each

Minimum order 3 per design.
$9.00 each

337 PENCIL TRAY 9.125” length x 3” wide
tray comes in a kraft gift box.
$10.50 each

335 MUG 3.75” diameter x 3.5” high
mug holds approximately 13 fl oz.
Mug is not gift boxed.
$8.50 each

wax resist / artist collab - megan galante
313003 MG  BLOSSOM VINE

335007 MG ODETTE PATTERN
wax resist / artist collab - megan galante

metall ica gold / wax resist / artist collab - megan galante
337008 MG ODETTE PATTERN microwave safe

metallic gold / wax resist
337007 EQUINOX

337 BISQUE PENCIL TRAYS
Exposed colored clay stoneware base with color glaze
and wax resist art. 9.125” x 3” trays come in a kraft gift box.
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575, 574, 573, STONEWARE ROUND TRAYS
Exposed colored clay stoneware base with color glaze and wax resist art.
Trays come in a kraft gift box.

575 MEDIUM
5” diameter 
Minimum order 3 each.
$8.00 each

573 MINI
2.375” diameter
Minimum order 4 each.
$5.00 each

wax resist
753603 ESP WHALE

7536 STONEWARE SCULPTED TRAY
Exposed bisque stoneware base with color glaze and wax resist art.
10.75” x 3.25” trinket tray comes in decorative gift box packaging.
Minimum order 4 each.
$8.00 each

574 SMALL
3.625” diameter
Minimum order 4 each.
$7.00 each

573003 ESP BEES
wax resistwax resist

575002 ESP CHEETAH

wax resist
574017 ESP GOOD THINGS

wax resist
574021 ESP LOVE EVERYTHING

NEW



354 SARATOGA MUGS
Ceramic with matte color glaze, decal or wax resist design where noted.
3.5” diameter x 4.25” high mug holds approximately 14 fl oz. Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.
$8.00 each

354020 ESP GOOD THINGS

microwave safe

wax resist decal

354027 ESP BEE KIND

microwave safe

wax resist

NEW

354028 ESP LOVE EVERYTHING

microwave safe

wax resist

NEW

354019 ESP BETTER TOGETHER

microwave safe

428 ROUND MUGS
Exposed stoneware base with matte color glaze and wax resist or decal art where noted.
3.375” diameter x 3.5” high mug holds approximately 14 fl oz.
Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.
$8.00 each

428043 ESP BEES

microwave safe

wax resist decal
428046 FUNNY FACES

microwave safe



ESP WORD
TRAY DISPLAYER
36 trays, 3 each of 12 designs.
$147.00 each

DSP753 ESP WORD TRAY DISPLAYER

753, 7532 , 7534 WORD BUBBLE TRAYS
Exposed stoneware base and matte color glaze featuring designs by artist Martha Rich. Available as a complete assortment with 
display included. Individual refills available after initial assortment purchase. Trays are not gift boxed. Refill minimum order 3 each tray.

753201 ESP MR LOVE YA

753205 ESP MR STOP TALKING

753001 ESP MR CRUSH IT

753206 ESP MR DO IT TOMORROW 753204 ESP MR MAKE THE RULES

753207 MR SNACKS

753401 ESP MR LET’S LOOK OUT

753402 ESP MR MOOD SWINGS

753005 MR NOT TODAY753003  ESP MR SO COOL

753208 MR FRICKEN GOOD

753004 ESP MR YOU BELONG753002 ESP MR I DIG YOU

753203 ESP MR PERFECTION

753403 MR OH GREAT

A C D

E F G

H I

M

J

N

K

O

L

P

A

C D
E

F

G
H

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

I

753  2.75” x 2.75” / 7532  3.75” x 2.5” - $4.00 each  /  7534  5.5” x 2.4” - $4.50 each   
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428037 ESP DM FLORAL K
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428036 ESP DM FLORAL J
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428039 ESP DM FLORAL M
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428047 ESP DM FLORAL E
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428033 ESP DM FLORAL A
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428048 ESP DM FLORAL N
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428 ROUND MUGS with gold handle
Ceramic with two color matte glaze and hand painted matte gold handle.
3.375” diameter x 3.5” high mug holds approximately 14 fl oz.
Monogram letters available as shown. Featuring designs by artist Dylan M.
Mugs are not gift boxed.
Minimum order 4 each.
$8.50 each

428034 ESP DM FLORAL C
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428049 ESP DM FLORAL T
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428035 ESP DM FLORAL D
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428040 ESP DM FLORAL S
metall ic gold

not microwave safe

428038 ESP DM FLORAL L
metall ic gold

not microwave safe



575, 568 STONEWARE TRAY AND TRINKET BOXES
Exposed stoneware base with matte color glaze and decal art.
For decorative use only. Featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
Trays and trinket boxes come in decorative gift box packaging.
Minimum order 4 each.

575005 MG BOTANICA
artist collab - megan galante

artist collab - jul iana tipton
568001 JT TULIP TILE

artist collab - megan galante
568002 MG FERN

575 ROUND TRAY  5” diameter.
Hand painted gold rim.
$8.00 each

568 LARGE ROUND TRINKET BOX  4.5” dia. x 1.75”.
Faux suede loop handle. 
$12.00 each
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568 LARGE ROUND ZODIAC TRINKET BOXES
Exposed stoneware base with matte color glaze and decal art and faux suede loop handle.
4.5” dia. x 1.75”, for decorative use only. Trinket boxes come in decorative gift box with the 
Zodiac name indicated on the package bottom. Kindly note, the Zodiac name does not
appear on the actual ceramic trinket box. 
Minimum order 4 each.
$12.00 each
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568003 INDIGO ARIES

568006 INDIGO CANCER 568007 INDIGO LEO 568008 INDIGO VIRGO

568009 INDIGO LIBRA 568010 INDIGO SCORPIO 568011 INDIGO SAGITTARIUS

568012 INDIGO CAPRICORN 568013 INDIGO AQUARIUS 568014 INDIGO PISCES

568004 INDIGO TAURUS 568005 INDIGO GEMINI



404202 MG BLOSSOM VINE
artist collab - megan galante

404208 ESP BEES

4042 GLASS HYDRATION BOTTLES with bamboo lid
Double wall glass with bamboo screw top lid featuring artist collaborated designs where noted.
2.75” x 7.75” high, 12 fl.oz/355 ml bottles come in decorative cylinder gift box packaging.
Minimum order 4 each.
$15.00 each

404201 DM FEELIN’ GOOD
artist collab - dylan mierzwinski

404206 MG BOTANICA
artist collab - megan galante

404207 JT SNAKE CHARM
artist collab - jul iana tipton

gif t box packaging



T E R M S  &  C O N D I T I O N S
MINIMUM ORDER
Opening Orders: $350.00
Reorders: $200.00

TERMS
Terms are net 30 days on approved credit unless otherwise stated. Orders 
over $500 require a credit card on file. Orders will be shipped upon approval 
of credit.

NEW ACCOUNTS
All new account orders are credit card only and are subject to Fringe Studio 
corporate office and territory approval.

CREDIT CARDS
Visa, American Express, and MasterCard are accepted as payment.
Fringe requires a signed credit card authorization form to be on file with the 
company in order to process credit card payments.

FREIGHT
Freight charges are billed to customer with the merchandise.Merchandise 
pricing is FOB Culver City, California.

BACK ORDERS
The back ordered product total must exceed $50.00, otherwise it will be 
marked “OUT OF STOCK”.

If back orders are undesirable, please state “NO BACK ORDERS” prominently 
on order.  All back orders are canceled after 60 days.

SHIPPING CLAIMS
Freight damages via truck shipments are the responsibility of the carrier.  
Claims for loss or concealed damage must be filed within 10 days of receipt 
of goods.

UPS shipment claims must be referred to our Customer Service Department 
within 10 days of receipt of goods.  Packing materials and receiving 
paperwork should be retained for UPS inspection.

CERAMIC AND POTTERY QUALITY
Some of our ceramic pieces are hand glazed and will include imperfections, 
variations in color and slight irregularities making each piece unique. These 
qualities are inherent to our design process and should be appreciated.

PRODUCT CLAIMS
Mis-shipped orders or defective goods must be referred to our Customer 
Service Department within 10 days of receipt of goods.

Returns will not be accepted without prior authorization from our Customer 
Service Department.

A Return Authorization Number will be given at the time of approval. Credit 
will not be given for items returned without prior approval.

A 15% re-stocking fee will be charged for orders packed/shipped and/or 
canceled orders.

ALL SALES ARE CONSIDERED FINAL.

PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE WITHOUT NOTICE.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Except for that which is in the public domain and unless otherwise noted, all 
trademarks, service marks, text, photographs, images, illustrations, artwork, 
and graphics in this catalog and on the products shown in the catalog 
(“Content”), as well as the selection and arrangement of the Content, are 
owned by (or licensed to) Fringe, its affiliates or suppliers and are protected by 
copyright, trade dress, trademark, unfair competition, and/or other laws and 
may not be used, copied or imitated in whole or in part except as expressly 
provided by Fringe. © 2023 Fringe Studio, LLC. All Rights Reserved.

FRINGE®, PO BOX 3663, CULVER CITY, CA 90231-3663

PHONE 310.915.6430, FAX 310.391.7170 

www.fringestudio.com
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FRINGE is making efforts to becoming more earth-conscious by introducing alternative recycled and 
sustainable materials. All new stationery items in this catalog use FSC-certified paper, meaning the wood 
harvested to create the paper materials has been sourced by responsibly managed forests overseen by 
The Forest Stewardship Council A. C. We are also relying more on book cloth instead of polyurethane
(PU) materials to tell our creative stories and showcase our art. FRINGE is committed to this earth-friendly 
path and are grateful to the buyers who weigh these issues seriously, and support our effort to improve 
our business practices.

The flip-top Artist Sketchpad shown below is made with earth-friendly, tree-free Stone Paper pages.
Stone Paper has a velvety-smooth surface, which is difficult to tear. The paper is water resistant and
will not buckle when wet, making it suitable for all mediums, from pencil to watercolor. It’s an entirely
different writing and drawing experience, one we hope you will try.


